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Singing 
 
What do I know of God but that each winter 
I thank him for it? No spider webs  
snagged in the bluestem, no horseflies at rest 
in blossoming cones of henbit, no slug trails penned  
to the cooled hoods of cars. We are creatures all,  
stillborn to the language of split pine rails  
standing in their pickets, ice glazed to bone  
in every rut, the stealth tracks of jays a sleepless  
ideography in the snow. But we are not  
entirely alone between the mountain ranges,  
in these hours condemned to darkness  
before the sun gyres open the face of February  
and the red flare of Mars grows dim.  
Just outside my door, the burr oak is wintered  
full of grackles— hundreds of coin- 
eyed scuttles ornamenting its branches. Here,  
my breath plumes gray. In the distance,  
brush catches fire. The wind, if you watch,  
is calligraphy; the stars in winter,  
a weightlessness. The grackles are doors,  
rasping their flight plans limb to limb.  
The grackles are doors, some limned with light,  
others black. Rising, my arms have long  
been open. Stepping across these thresholds,  
I step across these thresholds. Singing, I sing. 
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Tonight 
 
Tonight, the sun gutters down to its wick as daylight  
strains and refracts in skirls across the lake’s wide water.  
 
Heavy rollers of rain heave against headland and tree line. 
Lightning falls in its slow white script to farmland  

      and watershed.  
 
Still, I know so little of the rain that plays this lake  
like a snare— time run thin through the sky’s turnstiles, 
all the grief and shrift I cannot hold but do 
                moving in from the north.  
 
What else can I say of these ball-peen hammers  
of distant thunderheads? What else can I say  
of this lake most deep where the mud newt sups  
and the black leech dreams of swimmers and blood?  
 
If only I could drop into sediment and murk, so much lost  
of the heart’s heave through amnion and the liquid wake  
and sleep, so much forgotten of the ocean’s collapse  
and the skull cap’s crowning. The boom. The crux.  
The good steel bolt slid home in the flame.  
 
Here, in these first few minutes of dusk, I say Sunset,  
you take too much— sun having preened  
its glossy spoke, last light departed into the west.  
 
Here, tonight, I say Land, you leave us too soon—  
sky bottomed out, the lake clicked shut.     
 
 

-April 17, 2007 
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Ghost Gear 
 

Low tide, my father highsteps the trammel net, stoops  
half-submerged in Tanaga Bay and begins the work  
of disentangling another sockeye from the interlaced snares. 
 
He stands before me now, the same foot shorter 
he’s been the last ten years, my sister and I  
nothing back then but a notion  
when my father could hold his breath 
 

well over a minute,  
 
how or why I’ve learned not to ask, the familiar arc of his story  
cast out like he, the newest member of the crew, 
flung to the farthest edge of the intertidal. 
 

I could hear better then, he adds.  
 
Good thing. Otherwise,  
he’d not have heard that thin cry of alarum from the beach. Otherwise,  
he’d not have looked up from his work 
 

to see the bellowing cord of the continental shelf  
rise to obscure summer’s first dusk as if Britomartis herself— 
goddess of fishermen— has half-risen from the sea  
to encompass that final island of the Aleutians. 
 

Dumbstruck, my father watches the wave suck in the tide  
like a maw: his legs, Wranglers rolled to the knee,  
for the first time exposed, the net an organism in and of itself,  
a bare root system, salmon left clapping wet sand  
as far as the eye can see— 

      a wave the width of his vision charging the land. 
 
My father claims that in such moments,  
 

the body lightens. 
 
My father claims that there, he saw himself 
bird’s-eye view, that he watched himself look up at the sky 
and the sky had become a mirror. 

 
And he sees his body ascend the cumulus 

as if pulled by threads of light, each thrust of the sky’s wide wings 
lifting him ever closer to a rift in the clouds. 
 

But my father does not kneel genuflect to the gods, 
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my father does not consider his sins or ask for forgiveness. Rather, 
he gives his marrow to those ropes, 
he weaves himself into those moorings. 
 

And the last thing he sees is the wave. 
And the last thing he hears is something like the clap of a thousand hands. 
 
And the sea took him. 
 
Language fails my father here, so he resorts to sound:  
 

Wham! 
 
slamming one open palm into the other as if to quash  
something living, his posture surging in our living room— 
the tumblings of his cliffhanger—  
body whipped by the imagined sea.  
 

How do I describe what seemed like hours beneath the waves? 
 
I am a poet retelling a telling. 
 
The sea did not care about my father,  
 

But 
 
the wave came and went and my father  
held his ground, the backdraft strong in the wave’s wake— 
Britomartis’ final tug for his spirit.  
 
And he lashed the flesh of his life from that ocean. 
 
And the water receded. 
 
Now, my father lights up when he tells how he returned to the beach  
 

as slowly as possible 
 
and how, when the men finally saw him emerge from the sea,  
they cheered his name, my father returned  
from what they believed to be the dead:  
 

Ghost gear, they call it: 
 
nets and riggings lost at sea to fish for no man.  
Blindly trolling seines illuminating the deep  
with their bioluminescent catch.  
Ruptured buoys and trammels coasting past coral reefs  
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until they drift down,  
 

down into the dark. 
 
Only once have I asked my father  
why he chose out there to live. Only once  
has he told me that as the wave approached, 

          he heard a voice. 
 
And that voice asked him,  
 

Are you a father? 
 
And my father said, 
 

Yes. 
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Sacrament 
 
You claim this is your earliest memory: the day  
they brought me home, head matted with doll’s hair, eyes  
 
puckered against the light of the new world— you,  
my sister, and they, our mother and father,  
 
baptized in the weeks following birth, touched,  
they say, by mercy. Unforgiven, I tutored myself in the ways  
 
of sacrament, slipping through neighbors’ windows,  
curious which gods or devils would rise  
 
from the basement foundations, or palming  
from our father’s dresser the .22 rifle rounds  
 
I claw-hammered open to powder the bomb that panged 
the tree-frogged dark into silence. Perhaps  
 
it was sleeplessness, perhaps it was the romance of streetlights: 
folding my nightclothes neatly on the bed, I slinked alley  
 
to alley, a pale specter just visible beyond the oak-line. 
Now, just home for the holidays, when my breath mists  
 
my bedroom window, a fog blossoms across the garden 
wild with sumac and turkey claw grass— this the story  
 
of my beginning, that fabled heat radiating down  
from the July sun, a snicker of sunlight between the bodies  
 
of my makers— this the story of my conception  
and I seeking some way to tell it. So why not  
 
somewhere down in the garden by the alley we grew up on?  
Why not our mother and father coupling  
 
in a row of tasseled corn, the human fires  
rising between them? When we talk about my first days, 
 
you remember you refused to leave my side, 
curled beneath my crib like a nautilus  
 
sent singing from the waves to rock me in the arms  
of my first earthly sleep. If only I could sing  
 
the songs you sang to me then. If only I could sing  
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them here, twisting in the iridescent turns  
 
of the Siamese fighting fish in its scummed fishbowl.  
O sister of earth, O sister of night, let’s stay awhile,  
 
roosted in this hereplace deep in the body of our makers.  
O sister of vesper, O sister of shadow, I still believe  
 
it was you who instructed me in the ways of waiting  
to be born, you who told me Child, fear not, harsh truths  
 
are first translated into whispers. You who said Child, call out  
if ever you are lost and we will call back, so I dropped,  
 
wailing as I came from the house of all souls. 
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Constellations 
 
Outside, children snag fireflies in the fallow field,  
return home, cupped hands lighthouses of flight, 
countless brilliant lantern-heads surrounded by bone.  
 
Later, caged in a mason jar set before the window, 
the bronze disk of its lid slipped open for air, a handful  
of fireflies lie folded beneath a single blade of grass 
 
as night’s storm angles in through the curtains,  
their glass apocalyptic speckled with random bulbs of rain, 
each flickering streetlamp multiplied and shimmering 
 
as the flies try again to ignite their pyres, 
constellations descended, these echoes of fire. 
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The Ever-Chamber 
 
Here, the earth with its own compositions: 
   the wheep-wheep-wheeps of the American avocet; 
mirror-waters flushed by red-eared turtles; 
   wind humming the black willow woodwinds;  
trumpet creepers’ sirensong. 
 
Here in the realm of the swamp where light 
   is anything but still and my father’s mother warned him 
Never enter, each whisper of his machete  
   promises the city of conquistadors  
paved with gold cobblestones, rivers of liquid ivory, 
   Ponce de Leon and his crew aged not a day. 
 
Here, Shreveport, Louisiana, 1958, where instead of glory  
   he finds the cottonmouth hung like tinsel  
with the violet blooms of sharp-winged monkey flower,  
   warming its blood by those few rays of sun  
that finger through the willows, my father approaching 
   with grand sweeps of his blade. 
 

Imagine that moment for the serpent, 
 
he says, its sudden wakened eye black as a poppy seed,  
   then that banded machinery of scales,  
the clap of its jaw unhinged to action. 
 

Gravity holds little dominion over the dedicated body 
 

and it’s almost comical the way my father mimes 
   the way the snake struck, reaching slow-motion  
with his left arm, two fingers transformed into fangs, his eyes 
 
and mouth growing into large Os  
   as he twists away from the strike, right arm swinging down  
just in time through the air  
 
that here, in our living room—  
   another Christmas Eve, another birthday—  
is nothing more than air    
   but in that swamp became a flickering: 
 
the reels of his future spinning before him 
   like wartime clips of men dropped toward France,  
their parachutes iridescent jellyfish in the night.  
 
There, in the swamp, he saw Vietnam  
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   as though from the pages of an Atlas: 
 
serpentine coastline of the South China Sea, 
   a row of bodies lined up along a dirt road,  
draft card a declaration of flame in his grasp, 
   disappointment inscribed across his father’s face. 
 
There, between my father and the snake: 
   a dreamy image of the day my sister would bolt  
out the back door and he’d search the neighborhood  
   for hours, fearful he’s lost her; 
 
two years later to the AM of my birth, body purple  
   with meconium and blood, the screams of this child  
for once welcome, skull warped with labor, gauzy 
   as a milkweed’s seed pod. 
  
 The swamp will show you things.  
 
Then the machete and cottonmouth met, 
   and the snake split in half, the blood of it splayed  
in meticulous streams of black, the flat medallion of the wound  
   like a plastic model of the cell: a nucleus of bone  
surrounded by nerves, tissue, and chaos. 
 
Here he stands. Still. Shocked he cannot reverse  
   what he’s done. Stop! his mind had ordered. But here  
the mind holds little over fate.  
 
Here, had he stepped miles back with his left foot  
   rather than his right  
as he entered the sway of black willows,  
 
   he’d be the one clutching at his struck face, virus  
tunneling the chambers of his mind,  
   swamp waters rising, 
 
and it would be the cottonmouth seeking another tree trunk  
   settled in the waters, certain in the ever-chambers  
of its mind of what it’s done, certain  
 
   as the gold domed cells of black willows,  
as the kuk-kuk-kuks of herring gulls, 
   my father thinking of his mother  
 
who’d only taught him the little she knew  
   as he turns to hack that snake into its smallest parts, 
the ink of it spreading across the water’s surface. 
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   Retreating, he matches each footstep that brought him here 
and when he emerges from this waving,  
   unbalanced world, the hard-packed earth of the non-swamp  
holds everything higher so that when he looks toward the sun, 
 
the barn swallows dip lower, spread their wings 
   to catch some air, then rise again, bobbing like buoys 
along the invisible thread of their passage through the sky. 
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Winters, We Watch Snow Descend Slowly 
 
as pear tree blossoms, white bloom  
after white bloom tumbling down in arcs  
to melt back into water on the tip of the tongue.  
 
Children, night after night on the floodplain 
fall backward in the drifts, arms spread wide  
as gull’s wings opened to the sea-breeze 
 
then fanning like moths, flashlights  
tracing ellipticals as if to conjure spirits  
from the haloed wash of earth. 
  
Who am I to tell them no gods will emerge from this sky  
drawn flat by clouds, the light of the town adrift  
above the trees like the white of an eye? 
 
Who am I to tell them soon their mothers  
will call them in and all that will be left  
are these scanner beams of taillights, red tracers in the distance, 
 
this field of winged bodies edged out of snow,  
a field of negative space, this plot of land just steps  
from my back door a plot of unmarked graves  
 
where I watch the warm sockets of homes click shut 
one-by-one, waiting for the child-self to appear,  
stuffed in the winter coat that should be hanging limp  
 
on its nail in the hallway as he moves from grave  
to grave, hands linked together at the thumbs like birds 
to mimic our flight into the redshift. 
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The Word Damn and the Word God 
 
Who knows what strung those words together on my tongue 
the summer Chris moved in across the alley, all those long  
June hours we tiptoed the rusted-out railroad, begging  
 
for the vibration of approaching freight or playing Yahtzee  
camped out in the dome tent pitched in his back yard,  
searching in the numbers for any sign of first light. 
 
But my money’s on the afternoon I stepped into a mining bees’ 
 
hive, mid-stride catching a touchdown spiral with time running  
out, their home woven among the roots of Chris’s peach tree.  
For weeks thereafter, St. Anne’s across the street called Repent!  
 
Repent!, I the kid who stormed the neighborhood in escape  
of bees, crying countless curses, every inch of my body scorched,  
a hymnal of Goddamns! tucked between bicep and bird chest.  
 
Chris’s father poured two gallons of gasoline on that construct  
 
of whispers, and my father let me watch him drop a lit match  
into the earth from our high kitchen window. That night  
Chris gave me a mason jar of dead miners curled up 
 
like wolf spiders swept out from under the couch, and all night  
I dreamt of the mason’s magic, bees rising on invisible spindles  
in the grass in that pause between time and conflagration. 
 
But my mother decided it was Chris, who through the darkness  
 
of a few nights later she heard screaming Goddamns!  
with each strike of the father’s leather across the son’s back.  
I cried when my father told me I no longer could play with Chris,  
 
and he wept when I said, “But Chris is all I have.” Chris  
who caught a carp a day later, his prize strung up by an arm’s- 
thick tree branch through its breathers. Chris  
 
who liked to strum the testicles of his pit bull Rex,  
 
mean as hell kept chained to a sycamore by the alley  
between our yards but when Chris was around, turned 
into the sweetest thing. Chris who I thought of this morning  
 
as fog lifted to reveal three acres of wheat grass frosted silver  
reaching for the polestar like a bed of nails, and I was flung back  
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to the day I stumbled from Chris’s basement with a two-by-four  
 
rust-nailed to my heel— Chris unhooking Rex’s chain, 
 
the panic bitter in my mouth, my eyes squeezed shut…  
then the warm slap of Rex’s tongue from foot to nail, from nail  
to foot— Chris and I bearing witness to the healing power  
 
of a dog’s saliva as he rubbed Rex’s balls and Rex groaned  
as blood eased from my skin. He and his father moved late  
that fall, chasing factories Deep South, and now Chris lives  
 
in that place where everything seems true. Some say his father  
 
took to Evan Williams. Some say Chris simply became  
what he already was. And I wish I could say I’ve run into him  
in line at the DMV or at some bar I’ve come to for the dancing  
 
and there’s Chris stitched into fishnets, neon strobes like moons  
in his vinyl knee-highs, eye-shadow thick as clay in tire tread.  
Wish I could say we’ve laughed over beers and told old stories,  
 
slapped one another on the back and argued over the tab.  
 
But Chris’s father didn’t bother to clean the boning knife  
sequined from yet another Sunday on Arkabutla Lake, 
three largemouth reserved on their bed of ice,  
 
Rex outside howling. And now I wonder if this explains  
that Summer of Goddamns Chris yowled down all those dreary railroad  
miles, how he always knew at the splits which curves turned  
 
toward the switchyard and which paved the path  
 
to Tennessee’s Jerusalem. So Glory Be to the Goddamns! 
he cried all those hours it takes a knife to the gut to kill a man.  
Goddamns to the hours it must have taken Chris to die.  
 
Goddamns to the carp we never caught, to the knife  
destined for Chris’s gut. Goddamns to all dogs too weak  
to loose their chains. Goddamns to all the stories we do not tell.  
 
To all fathers angry with their sons, 

        Goddamn. 
 
If I could, I’d take Chris in my arms. I’d get down with the grit  
and linoleum and patch that rift of skin with my tongue.  
I’d hold the boy drunk between two lives.  
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I’d freeze ourselves and wait for the sculptor  
who fools greatness out of stone, our two bodies draped  
one into the other. 
       
          The word damn and the word God. 
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Meditation on Balsam Mountain 
 
The stars are so numerous tonight, I’ve nearly lost myself  
connecting them: Virgo barely risen from the heat-weak  
horizon, the great bear all but invisible against its milky smear. 
 
Somewhere below these loci of brilliant light, somewhere  
beyond the earth’s backward bow, there’s a certainty and silence  
to be found, a purpose and answered prayer. Yet, when the sun  
 
reappears, the barred owls will be wise to halt their questioning,  
the mountain lions will catch a scent they dare not follow.  
If I knew the way to the life of such wild things, I’d go there:  
 
the evergreens’ constant shift, a razor-edged escarpment  
through a pass, wings banging against the moon. But no matter  
how many times I dream of not waking, I do. No matter 
 
how many times I rehearse the proper words, they spill  
like a spider’s ovum from my mouth. Come, show me 
the way, I demand of Polaris’ s burning heart. Come finish 
 
what you started, I mouth to nothing and no one in particular,  
yet again having counted the stars on this bald peak, yet another  
unnamed and nameless hour ticking into the next. 
 
 
    -for Mary Interlandi 


